We investigate the Gaussian beam migration of commonshot and common-receiver data. The imaging of commonshot data is useful for seismic data where the receiver coordinates are well sampled, but the source coordinates are less well sampled. By reciprocity, this approach can also be applied to common-receiver data, such as from OBS experiments where the source locations are dense but the receiver locations are sparse. Since Gaussian beam migration uses smoothed, localized windowing of the data, it can provide more stable results for the inversion of sparsely sampled data.
Introduction
The inversion of common-shot data is important for seismic data where the receiver coordinates are well sampled, but the source coordinates are less well sampled. Since Gaussian beam migration uses smoothed localized windowing of the data, it can provide stable results for the inversion of sparsely sampled data in one coordinate. By reciprocity, this can also be applied to common-receiver data, such as from OBS or onshore/offshore experiments where the source coordinates are dense but the receiver locations are sparse.
Theory
The Gaussian beam method is an asymptotic method for the computation of wavefields in smoothly varying inhomogeneous media (Popov, 1982; Červeny, et al. 1982; Nowack and Aki, 1984; Babich and Popov, 1989; Nowack, 2003) that describes high-frequency seismic wavefields by the summation of paraxial Gaussian beams. The advantages of Gaussian beam synthesis over other asymptotic methods are:
• Individual Gaussian beams have no singularities either at caustics in the spatial domain or at pseudo-caustics in the wavenumber domain.
•
The Gaussian beam method naturally introduces smoothing effects and is therefore not as sensitive to model parameterizations as the ray method.
The Gaussian beam method does not require two-point ray tracing and naturally allows for the incorporation of multiple arrivals in either forward or inverse modeling.
In the 2-D case, the Green's function can be written in terms of a Gaussian beam summation as
and (s,n) corresponds to the point x in ray centered coordinates, τ(s) is the travel time along the central ray, v(s) is the velocity along the center ray, p 0 = p(s=0), and
The take-off angle γ at the source can be written as
The migration of the individual shot gathers can be written as,
is the local slant-stack of the data that has been Gaussian windowed about a center distance and dip angle. This is similar to Hill (2001) where we have used a common-shot instead of a common-offset geometry.
To summarize the computational aspects, first the complex travel-times and amplitudes at subsurface points x from the Gaussian beams originating from (x L , p g ) for each data window centered on x L are computed. This can be done on a course grid and interpolated to a finer grid. Also, only subsurface points within the support of the beams need to be retained and this provides added computational savings, particularly in 3-D. As an approximation, the propagation components from the source are computed using just the first arrivals. Beam tracing is used to compute the paraxial Gaussian beams for the receiver propagation components. The triplicated arrivals are then accounted for in the propagation from the receivers, but only the first arrivals for the propagation from the source. To retain all the multipathing, the complete integral for U would need to be evaluated by Gaussian beams, but this would require more computations and is not considered here.
The spacing of the beams in x and p depends on the frequency of the data. In 2-D, one choice is
where ω r is the lowest frequency in the data and ω H is the highest (Hale, 1992 (Hale, 1992 and Hill, 1990) Alternative forms of asymptotic synthesis and inversion of seismic data include wavepath migration (Sun and Schuster, 2001) , Coherent states (Thomson, 2001; Albertin, 2001 ) and the Maslov method (Chapman and Drummond, 1982; Xu et al., 1998) . Also, other early applications of Gaussian beam migration include Costa et al. (1989) and Lazaratos and Harris (1990) and Alkhalifah (1995) .
Examples
In order to test the Gaussian beam algorithm, several preliminary synthetic applications are performed. To compare with the Gaussian beam inversion results, a ray/Born inversion based on the formulation of Bleistein et al. (1987) is also used (see also, Bleistein et al., 2001) .
A realistic synthetic example is taken from a prestack data set computed using the finite difference method for a 2-D slice of the SEG/EAGE salt model (Aminzadeh, et al., 1996; O'Brien and Gray, 1996) . The model has a 20 m spacing in x and z and has 716 points in x and 250 in z which includes a 20 point padding on the sides. The receivers have a spacing of 20 m along the surface. Figure  1 shows the slice through the model with a salt body in the center as well as different reflectors. The model also has significant lateral velocity variations. For the generation of the synthetic data, no multiples from the free surface were included. The top plot of Figure 1 shows the original 2-D structure taken from the SEG/EAGE salt model.
In order to trace rays and beams through the model, a smoothed velocity model is needed, and an example is shown at the bottom of Figure 1 . If no prior information is known, a highly smoothed velocity model is justified and also gives a stable propagation of rays and beams through the model.
For the simple case here, first-order perturbation theory is applied to obtain perturbed phase times between the smoothed velocity model and the true model and these are used to correct the migration image.
In this example, a sparse sampling of shots is used with a spacing alternating between 240 m and 260 m. The receiver spacing is 20 m and the receiver offsets range from plus and minus 2500 m except near the ends of the profile where the total range of receiver coverage is taken to be 5000 m. Figure 2 shows the results of inversions with a sparse shot array. The final inversion images are generally well migrated even with the sparse shot spacing. Comparing the Gaussian beam image in the top plot with the true model in Figure 1 , several features can be seen beneath the salt body including some steeply dipping events and the lower flat reflector, but are not as well imaged. As shown by O'Brien and Gray (1996) , subsalt imaging can be improved by the use of larger offset.
Similar to the Gaussian beam inversion, the common-shot ray/Born images are stacked to obtain a final image. The results of the inversion of the sparse shot gathers with the ray/Born formulation are shown in the bottom plot of Figure 2 . Compared to the Gaussian beam inversion and the true model in Figure 1 , the steeply dipping faults above the salt body are not as well imaged. Also, the structures beneath the salt are much less clear. This is due to the restricted offset range used, as well as the use of only first arrivals for the propagation from both sources and receivers in the Born inversion. In addition, some artifacts for both inversions may result from inter-bed multiples in the synthetic data.
Thus for the data set used, the inversion from the Gaussian beam method gives a much clearer image than that from the common-shot ray/Born inversion. An even better image of the sub-salt structure could be obtained from the Gaussian beam migration if a beam decomposition were used for both the source and receiver propagation terms, but this would require more extensive computations. Nonetheless, the Gaussian beam results are still better than those obtained using the ray/Born inversion using only first arrivals. This also results from the smoothing effects of the beams for the sparse source coverage. Still, improved subsalt images should be obtained from both methods if greater offsets were used.
Conclusions
We have investigated common-shot Gaussian beam inversion which by reciprocity can also be applied to common-receiver inversions, such as from OBS or onshore/offshore experiments. The Gaussian beam method is tested using the SEG/EAGE salt model and compared with the results from a ray/Born inversion. The results for the Gaussian beam inversion compare well with the true model and give better images for structures directly above the salt body as well as below the salt body compared with the Ray/Born inversion. 
